Skin potential recordings during cystometry in spinal cord injured patients.
In order to investigate autonomic mechanisms associated with bladder filling and bladder contraction, skin potentials from the hands and the feet of 32 spinal cord injured patients were recorded during cystometry. All had a complete clinical loss of motor and sensory function below the lesion, but in 3 patients, the autonomic lesion was electrophysiologically assessed as incomplete. In patients with a complete autonomic lesion, any rise in intravesical pressure associated with bladder hyperreflexia induced SP responses below the level of the lesion. SP responses were never obtained during bladder filling, as the intravesical pressure remained low. These results tend to confirm those of Guttmann and Whitteridge, but differ in so far as SP responses at the foot were a regular finding in all paraplegic and in most tetraplegic patients. Furthermore, bladder contraction failed to elicit SP responses below the level of the lesion in patients with an incomplete autonomic lesion. This study emphasises the importance of assessing the integrity of the autonomic nervous pathways when dealing with autonomic mechanisms in spinal cord injured patients. The possible relation between SP responses and bladder neck dysfunction is further discussed.